Why is my Bible different from yours?
Part 6  Modern Translations
Even while the Revised Standard Version we spoke of last month was making its way through the process of production, scholars in Britain decided they wanted a new all British translation. They also decided that they wanted a fresh    translation without reference to the old if that were possible.. In consequence, the New English Bible was produced, The New Testament part was produced in 1960 the Old Testament in 1970. Initially it was a great success, no less a publication than the Times Literary Supplement commented in March 1961 that “in a few years time there will only be two versions in normal use the Authorised Version and the New English Bible”. This has proved not to be true however, the original !961 version contained a number of particular idioms, around for example such issues as the Virgin Birth  which upset a number of theologians  and the criticism  stuck. The translation would now be hard to find.
The Good News Bible was published in 1966 as “The Good News for Modern Man”. Originally an American Translation its aim was to produce a bible for people who speak English either as a mother tongue or as a second language. The translation is based on a thought for thought translation rather than a word for word translation, Two versions therefore were produced an American one and an English one. It is a modern translation for the modern world and it has much to commend it. You will still see it sold as either the Good News Bible or as Today’s English Version.
The period also saw the production of another American translation, The New International Version, whilst like the Good News Bible it claims to be written in the language of the common man it retains a much more literary translation and therefore bears many similarities to the Revised Version, it also avoids causing any serious theological upset and its original version it is a worthy translation. 
Two other translations appeared around this time The New American Standard Bible which again is an update of the Revised Version and therefore has much in it that makes it a worthy translation. The final translation of this period was Living Bible which although a paraphrase translating thought for thought it is worthy of Private reading and for illustrating some difficult concepts.
The Bible Society which produced the Good News published in 1995 the Contemporary English Version, designed to be able to be read by all, especially those with no biblical knowledge or indeed difficulty with reading generally. Again it it is a useful text to read but it lacks the Academic rigour needed for Public use
I must also mention the Revised English Bible which is an updated version of the New English Bible whilst it has many improvements on the NEB it  does set itself out to be gender inclusive and therefore renders itself liable to the charge of being a paraphrase since it is no longer a literal translation but one designed to fit modern opinion.
The same charge would be laid against the New Revised Standard Version; whilst it is an update of the Revised Standard Version of 1952 the preface states “that, in references to men and women, masculine-oriented language should be eliminated.”  The translation of Daniel 7v13 which reads “one like the son of man” in the RSV as “”one like a Human being” removes from the text any of its greater meaning or the understanding behind the phrase “Son of Man” which Jesus used of Himself.                                                                                   
The updated New International Version Today’s New International Version published in full quite recently has in fact been heavily criticised for taking the process to far.
One more recent translation that is worthy of mention is “The Message” the translation by one man Eugene H Paterson, a  Theology Professor was written because as he said himself “While I was teaching a class on Galatians, I began to realize that the adults in my class weren't feeling the vitality and  directness that I sensed as I read and studied the New Testament in its    original Greek. Writing straight from the original text, I began to attempt to bring into English the rhythms and idioms of the original language. I knew that the early readers of the New Testament were captured and engaged by these writings and I wanted my congregation to be impacted in the same way.” 
In conclusion we have a great tradition of text and translation and we must hold fast to the view of Paul expressed in 2Timothy 3v16 “All Scripture is    inspired by God”. Ours is not the job to add to that scripture because we find the original text challenging but to translate it faithfully for the benefit of all.
Happy reading!!
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